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Background



Epidemiology

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is recognized as one of the 

most common causes of chronic liver disease worldwide.
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� NAFLD is diagnosed by imaging or 

histology as well as biochemical 

parameters in western medicine. 

� However, in clinical practice patients with 

NAFLD present with different clinical 

symptoms. 

TCM application in NAFLD therapy

� Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) uses 

a unique diagnostic technique to classify 

NAFLD into subtypes based on these 

different TCM symptoms . This method of 

classifications limits the clinical 

heterogeneity of NAFLD and provides a 

basis for developing a classified 

treatment protocol.



The pathogenesis of NAFLD

� The pathogenesis of NAFLD is complex and multifactorial, as 

environmental and genetic factors interact with each other.

� Environmental factors such as excessive calorie intake and a lack of daily 

physical activity are undoubtedly fuelling the epidemic of NAFLD. However, 

environmental factors are not solely responsible for the NAFLD problem.



The pathogenesis of NAFLD

� In clinical practice, there are individual variations in susceptibility to the 

development of NAFLD that is, some individuals develop NAFLD, whereas 

others remain unaffected even when sharing a similar moderate lifestyle. 

� These observations suggest that innate, non-environmental factors make 

some individuals more susceptible to NAFLD. 



Genes associated with NAFLD

� In the recent years, several genes have been suggested 

potentially associated with NAFLD-related traits in the general 

population, such as  TLR4, PPAR, Glucokinase regulatory 

protein (GCKR) and etc.

� However, the contribution of genetic polymorphisms to the � However, the contribution of genetic polymorphisms to the 

disease susceptibility is still inconclusive. 



Genes associated with NAFLD
� As cholesterol and fatty acid metabolism plays an important role in NAFLD pathogenesis, 

genetic variations in candidate genes related to dyslipidemia susceptibility may be 

associated with NAFLD. 

www.baidu.com

�Sterol regulatory element binding proteins (SREBPs) are known to function as 

transcription factors that activate specific genes involved in cholesterol and fatty acid 

metabolism . SREBPs are produced from separated genes named sterol regulatory 

element-binding factors-1 (SREBF-1) and SREBF-2.

�The SREBP cleavage activating protein (SCAP) is involved in maturation of both SREBPs 

and transports SREBPs from the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi complex. The 

SREBPs are subsequently activated and translocated into the nucleus. 



Objective

� In the current study, we investigated whether the single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) are of SREBF-1, SREBF-2, and SCAP genes 

associated with the TCM syndromes of NAFLD.
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Method
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� Longhua Hospital, Shanghai University of TCM and Fenglin 

Community Hospital in the Xuhui District of Shanghai, from 

August 2009 to May 2010. 

� 211 individuals were diagnosed with NAFLD, and the 

remaining 100 individuals were selected as healthy control 

Subjects

remaining 100 individuals were selected as healthy control 

subjects with no history of fatty liver.



Diagnostic criteria---NAFLD

NAFLD was diagnosed according to the guidelines issued by the Fatty Liver 
and Alcoholic Liver Disease Study Group of the Chinese Liver Disease 
Association (2010).

I.There is no history of drinking alcohol, or ethanol intake per week is less 
than 140 g in men and 70 g in women.

II.Specific diseases that can result in fatty liver, such as viral hepatitis, drug-
induced liver disease, total parenteral nutrition, and Wilson’s disease can 
be ruled out.

III.The result of the liver imaging study meets the imaging diagnostic III.The result of the liver imaging study meets the imaging diagnostic 
criteria of diffused fatty liver with unknown causes, and/or 

IV.metabolic syndrome constituents, such as overweight, hyperglycemia, 
blood lipid disorder, and hypertension occur, with an unexplained increase 
in serum levels of ALT and/or AST and γ-GT.

V.Fatty liver can be diagnosed by ultrasonography when the findings 
present the following: stronger liver echogenicity than kidney or spleen, 
deep attenuation of ultrasound signal, and vascular blurring and narrowing 
of the hepatic vein lumen. (J Gastroenterol. 2003;38:954-961. )



Diagnostic criteria---TCM syndromes 

Differentiation

� The differentiation of deficiency syndrome and excess 

syndrome of the TCM theory is based on “Textbooks for 

general tertiary education of Chinese medicine: diagnosis of 

Chinese medicine”(Ministry of Health of China)
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SNP genotyping assays

�A tag SNP is a representative SNP in a region of the genome with high linkage 

disequilibrium, which could predict the rest of the SNPs with a small error. 

�SNPs were typed using iPLEX chemistry on a matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometer (MALDI-TOFMS).

According to : Proc Nat Acad Sci USA . 2001;98:581-584.



Statistical analysis

� Continuous variables ---

Student's t-test or Kruskal–

Wallis test. 

Statistical analysis
SPSS 17.0

� Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% 

confidence interval (CI) ---

binary logistic regression 
Wallis test. 

� Categorical variables --- the 

χ2-test or Fisher's test.

� The Hardy–Weinberg 

equilibrium ---goodness-of-

fit χ2-tests

� α=0.05

binary logistic regression 

analysis

� An additive model :

0---AA (major homozygous), 

1---Aa (heterozygous), 

2---aa (minor homozygous)

� A dominant model : 

0---AA (major homozygous) , 

1--- Aa + aa (heterozygous 

combined with minor 

homozygous)



Results



3.1 The clinical and laboratory characteristics of 

the four groups



3.2 Conditional logistic regression analysis
Table 2
Conditional logistic regression analysis assuming additive and dominant model between deficiency 
syndrome group and healthy control group.



Suptable 3: Conditional logistic regression analysis assuming additive and 

dominant model between excess syndrome group and healthy control group





3.3 Association between SCAP rs12636851 

genotypes and NAFLD



3.4 Association between SCAP rs12636851 

genotypes and TCM pattern classification

� The observed rs12636851 distributions in the deficiency and excess syndrome 

groups were shown in Table 4. 

� The ratio of the subjects with the CC genotype and C allele in the deficiency 

syndrome group were larger than that in the excess syndrome group after the 

adjustment for age, gender, smoking status, and BMI (OR, 3.120; 95% CI, 1.334–

7.297, P = 0.009;  OR, 2.536; 95% CI, 1.250–5.146, P = 0.010).



Conclusion



� The results of this study provide preliminary evidence for the 
interlinking of SCAP gene polymorphisms to the TCM 
syndromes associated with NAFLD. 

� SCAP rs12636851 showed a significant genotype and allelic 
variation between the deficiency syndrome and healthy 
control subjects as well as between the deficiency and excess 
syndrome subjects. 

SCAP rs12636851 showed a significant genotype and allelic 
variation between the deficiency syndrome and healthy 
control subjects as well as between the deficiency and excess 
syndrome subjects. 

� Thus, this SNP may help in understanding the genetic basis of 
NAFLD patients with deficiency syndrome, and in the 
development of personalized medical care. Moreover, it can 
provide a novel target for clarifying the mechanism of TCM 
treatment for NAFLD.
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Tag SNPs selection

� A tag SNP is a representative SNP in a region of the genome with 
high linkage disequilibrium, which could predict the rest of the SNPs 
with a small error. 

� We selected tag SNPs (tSNPs) using genotype data obtained from 
the International HapMap Project (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) 
(release # 27/PhaseII+III Feb 09). (release # 27/PhaseII+III Feb 09). 

� This study aims to define a set of tSNPs that have an estimated 
r2 > 0.8 compared with the untyped SNPs. Using the Haploview 4.2 
program (http://www.broad.mit.edu/haploview), we selected the 
tSNPs having a minor allele frequency of >0.05 in Chinese Han 
Beijing (CHB). Therefore, a total of 14 SNPs were chosen for this 
study.


